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Delicious. Dark. Decadent.
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The Dark Chocolate Cappuccino
Cake is a simple raw vegan cake
recipe that will introduce you to
the world of plant-based dessert
preparation.

With the example of this recipe,
you will receive an introduction
to my 6 pillars of recipe creation:

1. Setting Foundations

2. Introducing Flavors

3. Regulating Textures

4. Innovating Design

5. Styling Plates

6. The Secret

Becoming intimately familiar
with these pillars will allow you
to start to develop your own
recipes in no time.

Understanding these pillars will
not only help you create
personalized vegan desserts but
all kinds of desserts according to
your preferences.

In addition, understanding these
pillars deeply is what enables
you to create recipes of all sorts,
and will give you the confidence
to both be creative in the kitchen
AND standardize your results
and make them repeatable.

The Dark Chocolate Cappuccino
Cake is simple, and the tips that
you receive are too. Yet, if you
keep your eyes open, this recipe
will introduce you to a whole
new way of understanding and
looking at recipes that will
enhance your creativity and
kitchen skills.

Note by Iris Zajac

Chef’sNote
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TIPS:

» Freezer / Fridge: Free up enough
space

» Swap between blender and food
processor for different textures

» Scales: One gram increments

» Thermometer: Infra-red is best.

BASIC TOOLS OPTIONAL TOOLS

»High-Speed Blender

»Food Processor

»Fridge + Freezer

»Round Cake Pan 9 Inch or

»Silicone Entremet Molds

»Scales

»Cooking Thermometer

»Spatulas

»Spoons

»Bowls

»Parchment Paper

»Cling Film

»Cutting Board or Fridge Board

»Ring Cutters

»Rolling Pin

Equipment and Tools
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INGREDIENTS DIRECTIONS

Base

»200 g pecan meal

»30 ml maple syrup

»20 g cacao powder

»pinch of salt

»2 g vanilla extract

»coconut oil, optional

Filling
»280 g cashews, soaked

»80 g cacao butter

»80 ml maple syrup

»120 ml espresso

»5 ml vanilla extract

»40 g cacao powder

1. Use a food processor or the dry ingredients jar of a
high-speed blender to blend the ingredients for the
base.

2. Cover a 9 – inch tart pan with cling film or parchment
paper. Add the base and press down firmly, smoothing
the edges with your fingertips.

3. Let the crust/ base set in the fridge while working on
the cream.

4. Blend the ingredients for the cream in your high-
speed blender. Start with maple syrup, espresso, and
vanilla powder.

5. Then, add cashews and blend. Then add cacao
powder and blend. Lastly, stream in cacao butter last to
emulsify.

6. Pour the cream on top of the crust and spread it out
evenly. Give it a tap to get rid of any air pockets.

7. Set in the fridge for 4 hours, so the cacao butter can
crystallize.

8. You can then freeze the cake for any further
decorations, like glazes and so forth.

9. Decorate with garnishes of your choice.

Recipe



It may be that some ingredients are not available to you locally.
No worries at all, here are some alternative options for you.

While I offer you substitutions in each recipe, please note that
the final result of your recipe will always differ from the result of
the original recipe, as each component acts differently - in both
flavor and texture.

Pecans: Walnuts, Almonds, Hazelnuts

Maple Syrup: Agave, Honey

Salt: Omit

Vanilla Extract: Vanilla Powder, Vanilla Bean

Cashews: Almonds. Sunflower Seeds

Cacao Butter: Coconut Oil

Cacao powder: Cocoa Powder, Carob Powder

Substitutions
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Ingredient Ratios

CRUST

PECANS

MAPLE SYRUP

CACAO POWDER

SALT

VANILLA EXTRACT

CREAM

CASHEWS (RAW)

CACAO BUTTER

MAPLE SYRUP

COFFEE

VANILLA EXTRACT

CACAO POWDER

It can be helpful to consider the ratio between ingredients
rather than just the numeric values for weight or volume when
analyzing our recipes.

Looking at ratios will help you to better understand the role
each ingredient plays, and how to substitute them the best way.
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CRUST

FATS

CARBS

SUGAR

FIBER

PROTEIN

WATER

DEFATTED RECIPE

DRY EXTRACT

It can also be helpful to look at the ratios between macronutrients.

Most important are the ratios of dry extract (meaning recipe without water), the defatted recipe (meaning without fat), as well as the sugar content.

The amounts are calculated using the nutritional sheets for all ingredients in the recipe.

For a stable recipe, we are looking for a minimum of 30% dry extract, depending on what stabilizing agent we rely on.

The accepted sugar levels can be anywhere between 10% - 20%, however, this may vary based on culture.

Knowing the caloric value of each recipe will help you determine portion sizes for your recipe.

Nutritional Information
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CREAM

FATS

CARBS

SUGAR

FIBER

PROTEIN

WATER

DEFATTED RECIPE

DRY EXTRACT

CALORIES TOTAL RECIPE

CRUST: 1.549 kcal for 298g - 5.20 kcal pro g

CREAM: 2.647 kcal for 679g - 3.90 kcal pro g
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Tips on Texture
Textures are an essential part of pleasant desserts.

This recipe is quite rich, as we use cashew nuts and cacao
butter as our setting agent, which means a high amount of fat
and dry extract.

Depending on the outside temperatures, you may want to opt
for coconut oil instead, as this will be softer at colder
temperatures compared to cacao butter.

In class, we will cover other means of lightening up textures
through the change of ratios, the addition of ingredients, and
the application of techniques.

Whenever you work with dense creams, you can pair fresh fruit,
light flavors, and sauces to brighten up the recipes.



Flavor Affinities
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CHOCOLATE – DARK

almonds

apples

allspice

apricots

bananas

berries

brazil nuts

brown rice syrup

caramel

cashews

cheese

cherries

nuts

oats

orange

passion fruit

pecans

pear

pistachios

vanilla

walnuts

yogurt

chestnuts

cinnamon

coconut

coffee

cookies

dates

ginger

honey

lemon

lemongrass

macadamia

maple syrup

mint
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Decorating Ideas
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All of the images in this book are pictures of the Dark Chocolate
Cappuccino Cake.

You can see how much can be done by using different decoration
techniques.

Here are a few ideas to get you going:

• Add caramel in the middle as an insert or as a top layer.

• Decorate with fruit, truffles, and chocolate in a half-circle or circle
shape.

• Add half of the filling first in a small, tall ring mold. Then add fruit
facing outside. Top with the other half of the filling.

• Glaze Cake with Dark Chocolate or Mirror Glaze

• Frost Cake with Buttercream

• Prepare Recipe Entremet Style (makes 8-9 Entremets)
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Through “Iris Science 3.0”, Iris shares her own 6 pillars of recipe development.

Students from all over the world learn to work intuitively and creatively,
accessing their innate ability to create, know, and come up with solutions
(skills that they can apply in all areas of their life) while developing beautiful,
healthier desserts.

https://www.rawvegancakesclass.com

Iris Zajac
@raw.vegan.cakes

Iris Zajac is a trained vegan pastry chef who studied and worked under
globally recognized chefs like Matthew Kenney and Jordi Bordas

Dark Chocolate Cappuccino Cake25 Iris Zajac
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Personal Notes

27 Personal Notes



Iris Science 3.0 takes you from just following recipes to making your own
using a well-structured, systematic approach to recipe development.

If you want to start making your own plant-based desserts, you need to
understand how recipes are created, what influences textures, how to pair
flavors, which role ingredients play, and how different techniques influence
your results.

More importantly, you need to be able to adjust recipes, know what outside
factors can influence them and how to adapt to circumstances for the best
results.

Upon completion of Iris Science 3.0, you will be confident in all of the above,
and most importantly, you will know how to share the most delicious but also
nutrient-packed desserts with your clients, friends, and family - for guilt-free
pure pleasure and wellbeing all around.

Check out the website for more information:

www.rawvegancakesclass.com

©2022 All Rights Reserved by Iris Zajac

Iris Science 3.0
Online Class


